
A Commentary on the Book of Proverbs 
Chapter 29:1-27: The Foolish and the Wise  
 
Verses1-4: The Stiff-necked: A positive rebuke is wisdom’s way of correcting a wrong, giving an 
offender an opportunity to change conduct or recognize folly. The stiff-necked, self-absorbed, 
or rebellious often react violently to correction; they are unenlightened, indignant, and 
stubborn in their own beliefs. The just are channels of peace in a community but when the 
wicked [rulers] get to control others’ lives peace groans! The wicked rulers inflict evil/violence 
on the innocent with tragic consequences [example: Nazi persecution of Jews and the millions 
perished in the war]. A lover of wisdom [in Greek, philos+sophos=philosopher] is a joy to 
his/her parents but the foolish squander their inheritance and grieve the parents [see parable 
of the prodigal son in Luke 15]. Kings, rulers must govern with justice. Wicked rulers demand 
self-serving loyalties from people; they corrupt the goodness in human hearts. 
 
Verses5-9: The wicked laugh at truth: Proverbs repeatedly denounce deceptive speech and 
actions; the wicked by their crooked designs set traps for others for self-gain. Evil is its own 
deadly end but the just spend their days in joy and peace. According to Proverbs, the poor are 
protected by the Lord. A wise, just ruler [person] acknowledges the rights of the poor and helps 
improve their lives; the wicked ruler doesn’t understand the need to care for the disadvantaged 
in society [a reference to judicial and political systems of the world]. The scoffers [arrogant, 
loose tongued] set things on fire, spread misinformation and cause unrest in society [Isaiah 
28:17]. The wise are capable of diffusing tension and establish peace in society. Better not to 
enter into a dispute with the fool; the righteous anger of the wise will be ridiculed and laughed 
at by the fool; the fool insults truth and goodness! 
 
Verses 10-16: wisdom is peace loving: In Proverbs, it is with wisdom that one attains self-
control; the outbursts of the wicked, on the other hand, spew venom in people’s heart. “If a 
ruler listens to falsehood [lies], all his officials will be wicked” [verse 12]. Division and chaos in 
nations are the ripple effects of rulers’ spreading falsehood [conspiracies]! No ruler [anyone] 
has a right to oppress the poor; in the end God’s justice will deal with the oppressors. A ruler 
who cares for the advancement of the poor, his/her regime will be stable. Proverbs often 
remind the youth not to shame their mother and dishonor father by foolish conduct. Welcome 
a parent’s discipline for betterment of life! Wickedness of evil rulers is like weeds, might spread 
their influence rapidly but their downfall is not far off; the just will rise to rescue the land. 
 
Verses 17-27: Wisdom inspires humility: A seeker of wisdom has an insight into the truth of 
things; she/he will happily observe the commandments of the Lord. Hastiness is sign of lack of 
discernment and often ends in regrets. A chronically angry person’s [with low self-esteem], 
afflictions cause distress, strife, and discontent in others. “Human pride brings one low, but a 
lowly spirit obtain honor” [verse 23]. The wicked revel in sinful pride! “Whoever goes with a 
thief, a hater of self” [verse 24]; supporting a cheater or liar is kind of self-hate; a wise person 
stands firm in truth, justice. One trusts in the Lord can confidently challenge the wicked and 
hold his/her head high without shame or guilt. One might try to please a ruler, his/her foolish 
ways for favors but the Lord is the ultimate judge of one’s intentions and acts. 
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